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TT No.142: Paul Roth - Tenerife Adventure (Part 2) - Sun 4th February 2007; 

Spanish La Liga, Tercera Division Group 12 (Canary Island section); San Isidro vs. 

Athletico Deportiva Laguna; Res: 0-2; Att: 400; Entry: 10 Euros. 

In between Friday night and this noon kick off on Sunday, I had enjoyed a great 

birthday here in the sun-drenched island of Tenerife. As I stated in Part 1, the 

island is such a beautiful place to be. For starters mount Teide, the highest peak in 

the whole of Spain sits snow-capped in the centre of the island and just below its 

peak, pine forests surround the summit. The coast is scattered with small, non-

touristy towns and villages which offer great sea-food restaurants and to the north 

and to the west of the island's capital, Santa Cruz, lies the historical centre of the 

island with the towns of Laguna and Oratava. Weather here can be more 

unpredictable however.  

So, to match number 2 of my week here and the one game I had originally 

intended to attend. The largish town of San Isidro is about 17 miles from where we 

were staying and, in theory, I could have bussed there. However, this mode of 

transport is slow. The vehicles themselves are fast but the process is slowed up by 

the mass of passengers wanting to get on and the driver, being conductor as well, 

procrastinates matters. So, taxi it was today, there and back......46 Euros round 

trip. 15 minutes each way at 110 MPH!  

If you step inland on the island you immediately start going uphill towards the 

summit of mount Teide. San Isidro High Street meanders steeply upwards for more 

than a mile and a half before reaching the edge of town and the magnificent 

football ground. Set on its own little summit, you have to walk up steep steps to 

gain entry but what reward. Behind the 'town' end goal is blue seating for about 

750 and on the west side is a huge scaffolded stand that will seat 1500 if ever 

needed, again bedecked with blue seats. Looking south, atop this vantage point, 

the terrain cascades down to the coast and the shimmering Atlantic with Reina 

Sofia Airport functions below in miniature like a toy with the atmospheric town of 

El Medano sitting next to an odd red mountainous outcrop of rock. Whilst to the 

north and inland, peaks give way to the snow-capped mount Teide. The terracing 

at the mountain end has been painted in differing bright hues making this easily 

the most colourful stadium I have ever visited.  

As the noon start approached the artificial pitch was watered from the high 

powered sprinkler system set within the playing surface......personally I don't care 

for this surface too much as it makes the ball skid on faster than it would on 

normal grass although it is very realistic to the eye. San Isidro are 2nd in the 

league, newly relegated this year after playing Division 2B last term and their 

visitors for this local derby today are the team from the island's old capital, 

Laguna, lying in mid table. 10 Euros gained my entrance and once more I passed on 

the 'meat' raffle. A dour first half was only enlightened when Laguna took a 

deserved lead on 36 minutes. After a beer at the well populated bar (where every 



comestible the hungry and thirsty football fan could ever want was on offer here), 

the second period began in the same stale vain. If the football is awful one thing 

that is sure to enliven proceedings is a bit of violence on the pitch and so for the 

second time in as many days a dubious sending off of a home player erupted 

matters into volcanic proportions. In fact, the San Isidro player sent from the field 

refused to leave the pitch and once more I imagined the game being halted there 

and then. Order was restored and off we went again. Two clear penalties not given 

to the home side left the local supporters baying for blood and salt was duly 

rubbed into their wounds on 87 minutes when the visitors, in moribund black, stole 

a second and match clinching goal, to seal a famous win.  

Quite the most beautiful venue I have ever watched football at completed my 

soccer sojourn on the island and a mad taxi dash back to our resort had me 

poolside by 2.45pm, in time for a late luncheon and a Campari and soda.  

No programmes were issued for either game I attended but I did next morning I did 

buy a copy of' 'La Opinion' which had colour pictures and full match reports of both 

games and this I will keep as my souvenir of my trips to CD Marino and San Isidro.  

Loads more opportunities exist to watch football, not only on Tenerife but all the 

other Canary Islands as well, so if you want a boost in the sun away from the gloom 

that is England (just after and I would say also just before Christmas) do yourselves 

a great favour and take a break. You will not be disappointed and you may be very 

surprised to find yourself in paradise.  

FGIF Rating 5* (just for the spectacular setting alone, San Isidro FC is breath-

taking!). 
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